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Executive Summary
The collapse of America’s housing bubble—and its reverberations in financial markets—has obscured a tectonic shift in housing demand. Although housing prices are in decline almost everywhere, price declines are generally far more severe in far-flung suburbs and in metropolitan areas with weak close-in neighborhoods. The reason for this shift is rooted in the dramatic increase in gas prices over the past five years. Housing in cities and neighborhoods that require lengthy commutes and provide few transportation alternatives to the private vehicle are falling in value more precipitously than in more central, compact and accessible places.

- The gas price spike popped the housing bubble. Growth in housing prices was fueled by low and stable gas prices from 1990 through 2004. In early 2004, in inflation-adjusted terms, gas prices were lower than they had been in 1990.

- The higher price of gas has most affected suburban housing values. As measured by the change in housing prices over the last year, distant suburbs have seen the largest declines, while values in close-in neighborhoods have held up better, and in some cases continued to increase.

- Those metropolitan areas with the strongest core neighborhoods, measured by our index of relative core vitality, have seen the smallest declines in housing values at the metropolitan level.

- Vehicle miles traveled—a key driver of energy demand and greenhouse gas emissions—are down, reversing a 20-year upward trend.

- The new calculus of higher gas prices may have permanently reshaped urban housing markets. Now that the era of cheap gas is over, demand for development on the fringe is down, and consumer interest and market potential lie in developing and redeveloping neighborhoods closer to the urban core. This trend could lower vehicle miles traveled, reducing spending on energy, stimulating local economies, reducing the trade deficit, and ultimately enabling the nation to meet greenhouse gas goals. This is a huge opportunity for urban economic development if public policy responds. Land use planning that accommodates more mixed-uses in existing neighborhoods and transportation investments that provide people with more alternatives to auto travel can help accommodate these new market realities. Indeed, the regions with these characteristics, in the form of strong urban cores, have been the ones that have weathered the downturn in housing markets best.

For decades, the growth of suburban housing was predicated on cheap gas. In effect, the low price of gas made sprawl economical. While predatory and sub-prime lending have been blamed for the housing crisis and have certainly contributed to the problem, another economic factor has been almost entirely overlooked in the timing and the geography of the nation’s housing market implosion. The rise in gas prices from less than $1.10 in early 2002 to more than $3 today has dealt a major blow to consumer purchasing power and weighs most heavily on those metropolitan areas and those suburbs where people have to drive the farthest. Indeed, the decline in housing markets is strongly correlated with auto dependence.

The run-up in gas prices has re-written the calculus of suburban housing economics in two key ways. First, there has been an income effect. Suburban households spend more of their income on
transportation, and gas in particular, and have, therefore, taken the biggest hit to household budgets from gas price increases. As a result, they have less income to spend on housing. Second, there has been a price effect. Because distant suburban housing requires more driving, potential buyers are now willing to bid less for houses at the suburban fringe.

Many of the hallmarks of the current housing crisis will gradually fade in the months ahead. States and the federal government are already enacting curbs on the worst predatory practices and providing some relief to the hardest hit homeowners. The process of foreclosures, though painful now, will run its course. In contrast, the rise in gas prices has fundamentally altered the landscape of urban housing markets in a way that will not quickly be undone, barring an unforeseen collapse in oil prices.

The new landscape of housing prices and high fuel costs has important implications for public policy. Cities that offer attractive urban living opportunities in close-in neighborhoods, enabling people to drive shorter distances and make convenient use of alternatives to car travel, are likely to be more affordable and economically successful than places that continue to follow sprawling development patterns. Working to promote land use patterns that enable mixed-use development and provide more bikeable, walkable neighborhoods served by transit will provide multiple benefits, including cutting gas bills, reducing the trade deficit and reducing global warming.
The Housing Bubble Has Popped

It is now clear in retrospect that the United States has experienced a housing price bubble of significant proportions. Over the decade 1997 to 2006, average housing prices in the United States more than doubled, with the rate of housing price inflation (greater than 10 percent per year) running more than two and one-half times faster than the increase in per capita income (about 4 percent per year).¹

The acceleration of housing prices peaked in the third quarter of 2004, when housing prices rose at a rate of more than 20 percent over the prior year, as measured by the Case Shiller housing index. Although housing prices continued to rise for the next two years, the rate of house price inflation declined steadily. Housing prices peaked in the summer of 2006, at more than double their level of 2000. In the 18 months since the peak, housing prices nationally have declined 12.5 percent.

Of course, many factors contributed to the formation of the bubble. The bubble was fueled by a perfect storm of loose monetary policy, speculation, lowered lending standards, questionable securitization of mortgages and predatory lending. In the wake of the 2001 recession, the Federal Reserve Board’s expansionary monetary policy helped keep interest rates, especially for mortgages, relatively low. Lenders devised a whole new range of innovative and much riskier home loans for sub-prime borrowers, including adjustable rate loans, stated income loans and negative amortization schedules. The upward movement of housing prices created its own momentum, as speculators and even many first-time buyers built assumptions of future price increases into their financial planning. Parallel innovation in financial markets—the securitization of home mortgages and the creation of new, unregulated products like structured investment vehicles—masked risk rather than managing it [Yellen 2008]. In many communities, predatory lenders used high prices and complex financing schemes to get homeowners to take huge risks. And many homeowners tapped the growing value of...
their houses through home equity loans or refinancing to fund current consumption. For years, it seemed like housing prices could only go up. But starting in 2004, the rate of housing price inflation began to subside, and in 2007, housing prices declined nationally for the first time in the 40 years for which such records had been kept (Grynbaum 2008). The turnaround in housing price appreciation has led to a dramatic rise in mortgage delinquencies and foreclosures. In calendar year 2007, the rate of foreclosure increased by about 75 percent, and the Mortgage Bankers Association estimates that about 35 of every 1,000 mortgages are either 90 or more days delinquent or in the process of foreclosure (Mortgage Bankers Association 2008).

The other signal economic event of the past few years has been the run up in oil prices. Throughout the years in which the housing boom accelerated, American households enjoyed low and stable gas prices. Oil prices declined in nominal terms in the 1980s and most of the 1990s, and the price of oil was generally less than $20 per barrel. In early 2002 gas prices were under $1.10 per gallon (in then current dollars).

Although there were some fluctuations, and the price variability increased after 2000, in inflation-adjusted terms, the price of gas was essentially unchanged from 1990 through 2004. Indeed, the average price of a gallon of regular gas, expressed in 2008 dollars, was $1.17 in January 2004, lower than it had been 13 years earlier, in February 1991, when prices were $1.20 per gallon (again, in 2008 dollars).² Since then, oil and gas prices have increased sharply. Adjusted for inflation, gas prices have doubled, from about $1.50 in 2008 dollars in 2004 to more than $3 per gallon today.
The popping of the housing price bubble coincided with the run-up in gas prices. It can be argued that the magnitude of the increase in gas prices wasn’t sufficient to offset the gains households were seeing in the housing market. In a more steady market, gas price increases might not have been enough to derail the housing boom, but in the heated atmosphere of the bubble, gas price increases may have been the trigger that broke the expectation of continued growth. The households most affected by the rise in gas prices were those who had stretched the family budget to buy a house on the suburban fringe, often commuting long distances in the process. These families spent a higher fraction of their income on gas than the typical household and had less flexibility to accommodate the higher price of gas than others. And for the same reasons, as gas prices rose, houses in these far-flung neighborhoods tended to lose their market appeal first and fastest.
Superimposing the data on gas prices with data for home price inflation illustrates the connection between the gas price spike and the deflation of the housing bubble. Home price inflation increased steadily from 1990 through 2006, with a brief slowdown during the recession of 2001 (shaded area on the chart). Gas prices, in real terms, were almost unchanged throughout the 1990s, fluctuated more following 2000, and like housing prices, eased during the 2001 recession. But when gas prices, in 2008 dollars, broke through the $2 per gallon mark in 2004, the rate of housing price inflation began to decline. As gas prices sustained this higher level and then increased in 2006 and 2007, first to $2.50 and then to $3, housing price inflation collapsed and, indeed, turned negative.

Part of the nature of investment bubbles is “irrational exuberance.” For a time, rising prices help generate a self-reinforcing process. Higher prices prompt more investment and further drive up prices, convincing current (and prospective) investors of the validity of their investment. But at some point, some event triggers a change in this investment psychology. The timing of the rise in gas prices, though not the only possible explanation, closely squares with the peaking and deflation of the housing bubble. And unlike previous housing market declines, usually prompted by an increase in mortgage interest rates, housing finance actually tightened only after housing prices declined, not before. Even today, there seems to be very little correlation between the re-setting of adjustable rate mortgages and housing foreclosures (Yellen 2008).
The Geography of the Housing Downturn

The pattern of housing price changes in the United States has been very different from place to place. Cities in Florida, the Southwest and a few cities in the industrial Midwest have seen some of the most severe declines. Other cities have seen much smaller declines, and a few markets, such as Charlotte, have continued to record housing price increases.

Similarly, the pattern of delinquencies and foreclosures varies substantially among states and even within states. Foreclosure rates are relatively low in much of the nation’s heartland. The highest incidences of foreclosure are found in Florida, Southern California, Nevada, Arizona and Colorado. But in each of these states, there are counties with foreclosure rates well below the national average. Foreclosures have struck many poor households and poor neighborhoods where households were particularly vulnerable to price declines and in many instances were victims of predatory lenders [Initiative for a Competitive Inner City 2008].³
While there are some idiosyncratic factors behind the decline in some markets, such as the continued weakness in the U.S. automobile industry that affects Detroit, the pattern of home price fluctuations is far from random.

Housing markets have been much more resilient in the face of this national downturn in some places than in others. In particular, metropolitan areas with more vital urban cores have fared much better in the face of the housing downturn than metro areas with weak core neighborhoods. And in most markets for which there is a relationship between geography and price declines, more sprawling areas have seen significantly greater declines.

**Metropolitan Areas with Strong Cores Have Been Less Affected by Declines**

At the metropolitan level, those regions with vital urban cores have been far less affected by the decline in the housing market than those with weak cores. We measured core vitality using an index of the relative concentration of education levels of residents of close-in neighborhoods of large metropolitan areas. A rating of 100 percent on the core vitality index means that the educational level of adults residing in neighborhoods within 5 miles of the center of the central business district was the same as the educational level of the entire metropolitan area. Areas with core vitality ratings of less than 100 percent have relatively less well-educated residents in their close-in neighborhoods; areas with ratings over 100 percent have relatively better educated residents living in close-in neighborhoods.

For each metropolitan area, we computed the change in housing prices between the fourth quarter of 2006 and the fourth quarter of 2007. Those metropolitan areas with the strongest urban cores
had the smallest decline in housing prices region-wide. Metropolitan areas with the weakest core neighborhoods had the largest declines in region-wide housing prices. For example, while Detroit, Phoenix and Las Vegas have relatively weak cores and weak price appreciation, Chicago, New York, Seattle and Portland all have strong cores and relatively much better housing price performance over the past year.

**Core Vitality Strongly Related to Housing Price Change**

**Core Vitality Strongly Related to Foreclosures**

A similar pattern holds for foreclosure activity. For each metropolitan area, we examined the level of housing foreclosures reported by RealtyTrac Inc. for calendar year 2007 (RealtyTrac Incorporated 2008). Those metropolitan areas with the strongest urban cores had the lowest levels of foreclosure activity region-wide. Metropolitan areas with the weakest core neighborhoods had the highest levels of foreclosures.

**Core Vitality Strongly Related to Foreclosures**
It is important to note that in both the case of price changes and foreclosure activity over the past year, the health of the overall housing market in the entire metropolitan area is strongly affected by the relative vitality of the urban core. Simply put, metropolitan areas with vibrant cores and close-in neighborhoods have been far less affected by the collapse of housing markets. In contrast, those places with struggling urban cores—ones that are no longer desirable locations for middle and upper income households—are the ones that have born the brunt of the housing collapse. This pattern is consistent with the idea that metropolitan areas that have failed to protect or revitalize their urban core and close-in neighborhoods have made themselves more vulnerable to this particular housing cycle.

**Housing Prices Are Declining Fastest in the Suburbs**

Observers of local real estate markets have noticed that not all neighborhoods in a given metropolitan area are affected by the same degree by the housing downturn. Within metropolitan areas, it appears that markets on the suburban fringe are generally experiencing the greatest declines, and consumer demand remains relatively stronger for close-in properties. For example, while exurbs in places like Denver and Salt Lake City offer big houses on large lots at low prices, many buyers today are forsaking size for the conveniences of being close to the city, often in areas that are redeveloping (Opdyke 2008).

Our analysis of intra-metropolitan patterns of housing price changes over the past year finds that prices have declined most in the most distant suburbs. On average, over the past 12 months, the decline in a neighborhood 12 miles from the center of the central business district is 2 to 4 percentage points greater than the decline in housing prices in neighborhoods 2 miles from the CBD.

We explore neighborhood level data for five metropolitan areas in detail. These areas represent a cross-section of the nation’s large metropolitan areas in terms of size, region of the country, and housing price trends. Chicago and Los Angeles are two of the nation’s three largest markets. Los Angeles and Tampa are located in the two states that have been the epicenters of the housing bubble. Pittsburgh and Portland are somewhat smaller metropolitan areas in different regions of the country.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metro Area</th>
<th>Population (Millions)</th>
<th>Median Home Price (Thousands)</th>
<th>Change in House Prices, 1997-2007</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metro Area</strong></td>
<td><strong>2006</strong></td>
<td><strong>2007</strong></td>
<td><strong>1997-2007</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>246.3</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>532.1</td>
<td>194%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>111.1</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>281.8</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>174.1</td>
<td>126%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Population—Census Bureau; Median home price and change in house prices—Zillow.com.
Our analysis begins by mapping the geographic pattern of housing price changes over the 12-month period from the fourth quarter of 2006 through the fourth quarter of 2007. Each of the following maps shows the average change in housing prices for each zip code area in each metropolitan area for this time period. Positive changes are shown in brighter, warmer colors (red and orange); declines are shown in shades of grey, with the greatest declines shown in black.

At first glance, the far more widespread housing price declines in Los Angeles and Tampa are obvious. Almost the entire map for both of these metropolitan areas is shaded dark grey or black. Pittsburgh and Portland show areas of increases and decreases, and Chicago, while mostly grey, has some areas with noticeable gains.
These bubble charts show the relationship between housing price changes, relative to the metropolitan average, and distance from the center of the region for five selected metropolitan areas. Housing price data are from Zillow.com for the 12-month period from the fourth quarter of 2006 to the fourth quarter of 2007. For each metropolitan area, price changes are shown as the difference between the price change in each zip code and the overall price change for the metropolitan area. (A zip code that had a price decrease or increase exactly equal to the metropolitan average would show a zero percent relative price change). Distances are computed from the center of each region’s central business district to the geographic center of each zip code area. Bubble size corresponds to the number of housing units in each zip code.

### Housing Price Trends by Location

**Chicago MSA**

**Los Angeles CMSA**

**Pittsburgh MSA**

**Portland-Vancouver MSA**

**Tampa MSA**
While there is considerable variation in housing price changes at the zip code level, a clear pattern emerges in each of the five metropolitan areas: relative price changes are more likely to be positive the closer a zip code is to the center of the region. In general, the largest relative increases in housing prices are in zip codes in close-in areas, while the largest relative decreases are in zip codes in areas furthest from the center.

It is possible to statistically summarize the data illustrated in the bubble charts. For each of these metropolitan areas, we have performed a simple linear regression to estimate the relationship between proximity to the center of a region and the relative change in housing prices. A summary of these regression results is presented in the following table.

Table: The Effect of Centrality on Housing Price Changes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metro Area</th>
<th>Region-wide Average</th>
<th>Close-In Neighborhoods</th>
<th>Distant Neighborhoods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>-4%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>-4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>-11%</td>
<td>-6%</td>
<td>-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>-5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>-1%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>-5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa</td>
<td>-13%</td>
<td>-9%</td>
<td>-14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Regression estimates based on zip code data; Close-in neighborhoods is the estimated change in value for a neighborhood 3 miles from the central business district; Distant neighborhoods are 13 miles from the central business district.

Overall these regions experienced dramatically different changes in their housing markets over the past 12 months. Prices have fallen by more than 10 percent in Los Angeles and Tampa, are down about 4 percent in Chicago, and are almost unchanged in Portland and Pittsburgh. We’ve used the regression data to estimate the average change in housing values for a close-in neighborhood (a neighborhood 3 miles from the center of the central business district) compared to a more distant neighborhood (a neighborhood 13 miles from the same point). In each case, housing prices fared worse in the more distant neighborhood. In Pittsburgh and Portland, prices in close-in neighborhoods continued to increase, while prices in distant neighborhoods declined. In Los Angeles and Tampa, declines were significantly less in close-in neighborhoods than more distant neighborhoods. In Chicago, prices in close-in neighborhoods were steady, even though prices in more distant neighborhoods declined.
The disparity in price changes between the strongest neighborhoods (generally close to the center) and the weakest neighborhoods (usually close to the periphery of the region) is striking. For each of our five metropolitan areas, we identified a strong performing close-in neighborhood (identified by zip code) and a weak performing suburban neighborhood. We selected neighborhoods that were relatively close to the overall regional median housing price. These examples illustrate the range of different housing price trends experienced within a single metropolitan area over the last year.

For example, the average house in the 60618 zip code in Chicago (5.6 miles from the downtown loop) appreciated from $374,000 to $410,000 (an increase of $36,000) between the fourth quarter of 2006 and the fourth quarter of 2007. A house in suburban Buffalo Grove (60089) that sold for the same price in 2006, declined by $30,000 over the course of the year. As a result of the relative price shifts, the suburban house, which was worth the same as the close-in house in late 2006, had declined in price relative to the close-in house by $66,000 in just 12 months.

### Housing Price Change for Selected High and Low Performing Zip Code Areas, Fourth Quarter 2006 to Fourth Quarter 2007

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metropolitan Area</th>
<th>Zip Code - City</th>
<th>Distance from Central Business District</th>
<th>Median Housing Price 2006 (Thousands)</th>
<th>Median Housing Price 2007 (Thousands)</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>60618 Chicago</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>9.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60089 Buffalo Grove</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>-7.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>90042 Los Angeles</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>-3.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>91351 Santa Clarita</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>-15.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>15201 Pittsburgh</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>13.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15068 New Kensington</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>-15.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>97202 Portland</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>98685 Vancouver</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>-8.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa</td>
<td>33607 Tampa</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>-1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33573 Ruskin</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>-21.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Impresa analysis of Zillow.com data.

In each of our other selected zip codes, the change in prices over just the last 12 months was sufficient to reverse the price ranking of the two neighborhoods. In each case, the suburban neighborhood was worth more than its close-in counterpart in late 2006 and worth significantly less than the close-in neighborhood in late 2007. In Los Angeles, a $500,000 home in close-in Los Angeles (90042) lost about $15,000 in value, while a slightly pricier home in distant Santa Clarita lost more than $85,000 in value. Close-in houses in Pittsburgh (15201) gained $12,000, while distant housing in New Kensington lost $16,000. Portland’s close-in 97202 neighborhood gained $25,000 per home, while houses in suburban Vancouver’s 98685 neighborhood lost $26,000 in value. A typical house in Tampa’s 33607 neighborhood lost about $5,000 in value in 2007, while a similarly priced house in suburban Ruskin’s 33573 neighborhood lost $45,000 in value.
The High Price of Gas Is Implicated in the Housing Decline

The high cost of driving is implicated in the decline in suburban housing prices. The typical middle-income family in the United States spent $2,000 per year on gas in 2003 at a time when the price of gas averaged about $1.50 per gallon in current dollars.\(^5\) Households that live in close-in urban neighborhoods generally live closer to their jobs and have more stores and services close at hand. Transit works better in cities, and the combination of higher density and better street connectivity means that it is easy and possible to make many trips by walking or biking. Even travel by car requires shorter trips. As a result, vehicle miles traveled per person decline dramatically with increased density.

Vehicle travel and automobile expenditures are strongly associated with urban form. More compact, mixed-use communities have lower rates of vehicle ownership and car travel. Sprawling, low-density communities require more car travel and force households to spend a higher fraction of their incomes on transportation. In general, we know that density has a strong negative correlation with vehicle miles traveled. People in low-density suburbs drive much farther than people in cities (Bureau of Transportation Statistics 2003). The general standard for defining an urban core is about 1,000 persons per square mile, and an urbanized area can include surrounding areas with densities of about 500 persons per square mile. Within a given metropolitan area, those persons who live in the densest neighborhoods travel much less than those who live in the least dense neighborhoods. In one metropolitan area studied, those living in the densest 10 percent of all neighborhoods traveled only one-third as far as those who lived in the least dense 10 percent of all neighborhoods (Lawton 1999).

Because they travel shorter distances than their suburban counterparts, urban residents end up spending less on gas. In the nation’s 10 largest metropolitan areas, the typical city household buys about 200 fewer gallons of gas per year than the average of its suburban counterparts (Glaeser and Kahn 2008). For some families living on the urban fringe, the burden is even higher. A household with two or more cars living in an exurb could easily have a gas bill exceeding $500 per month.\(^6\)

Density Reduces Vehicle Miles Traveled

![Vehicle Miles Traveled](image-url)
The better accessibility provided by dense, close-in urban neighborhoods is reflected in housing markets. Houses with these attributes command higher prices. Controlling for house size, lot size, school quality and other neighborhood characteristics, a house 1 mile closer to the center of Austin, Texas, was worth $8,000 more than a house 1 mile farther away. Plus, each minute shaved off average commute times increased a house’s value by $4,700 (Bina, Kockelman et al. 2006). In addition to travel time, most households also value the greater variety and easier access to a wide range of shopping, entertainment and services available in denser neighborhoods (Cortright 2007).

The interplay between housing and transportation costs plays a critical role in explaining the pattern of decline in this housing market collapse. For many families, household location decisions can be thought of as a trade off between spending time and money on transportation and spending time and money on housing. Some locations in a metropolitan area, typically those closer to the center of the region, provide residents with better access to jobs, as well as to shopping, services and entertainment. As a result, most metropolitan areas exhibit what economists call a rent gradient. Rents are higher closer to the center and decline with distance. Households living on the periphery of the metropolitan area pay less in rent.

These differences add up at the metropolitan level. Some metro areas have a compact and centralized development form, good transit and a favorable balance of jobs and housing across the region. Moving a typical household from a metropolitan area with the characteristics of Atlanta to an area like Boston would, on average, reduce its vehicle miles traveled by 25 percent (Bento, Cropper et al. 2003). There are wide variations across U.S. metropolitan areas in vehicle miles traveled. The average resident of Houston drives 36 miles per day, about 70 percent farther than the average resident of Pittsburgh, who drives about 21 miles per day (Federal Highway Administration 2008).

Overall, the price of gas is a small share of the average household budget. But for families living on the suburban fringe, expenditures for transportation generally, and gas in particular, are much higher than for the average household. A case study of the Twin Cities estimates that households living in distant suburbs spend 30 percent of their household income on transportation, compared to about 20 percent for the typical household in the region. Households in close-in neighborhoods served by transit spend the least on transportation (Center for Transit Oriented Development and Center for Neighborhood Technology 2006).

The trend for most of the last two decades has been toward increased travel. Relatively low and stable gas prices helped spur the growth of driving from 1982 through 2004. Rising incomes and declining costs of auto travel also fueled this growth in travel. Between 1984 and 2001, real per capita incomes increased by 28 percent, and the per mile cost of car travel fell by 42 percent (Polzin 2006). In the early 1980s, the average American drove fewer than 20 miles per day, but by 2004, this figure had increased to 27 miles per day, a trend that was tightly linked to continued low density sprawl and population decentralization.

But in the past three years, vehicle travel per capita in the United States has begun to decline. According to the U.S. Department of Transportation, total vehicle miles traveled per person per day reached a peak of 27.6 in 2005 and declined to 27.2 in 2007. This represents a substantial departure from the trend established between 1990 and 2003. Vehicle travel is now about 1.5 miles per person, per day, below the 13-year trend. Despite an increasing population, the decline in driving per person has had the effect of reducing gas sales, which in early 2008 were down 1.1 percent from a year earlier (Campoy 2008).
Economists who have studied travel behavior and energy consumption agree that consumer responses to gas price changes are greater in the long run than in the short run. There are very few things, other than combining trips or forsaking travel, that consumers and workers can do in the short run to reduce their travel. But over a longer period of time, consumers can do much to lower their travel and gas consumption. Decisions about where to live or work, which neighborhood to move to and which job to take all profoundly influence travel behavior in the long run. Studies estimate that while gas consumption might decline only about 2 to 3 percent in response to a 10 percent increase in fuel prices in the short run, in the long run, gas consumption would be likely to decline 8 to 10 percent in response to that level of increase [Congressional Budget Office 2002]. Some of the reduction in consumption comes from shifting to more efficient vehicles, but a 10 percent increase in gas prices is estimated to produce a long term reduction of 1 to 3 percent in vehicle miles traveled (Litman 2008). Consequently, as the new era of high gas prices persists, it seems likely that we will see further declines in gas consumption and vehicle miles traveled by the average American.

In some markets, it appears that this process has been playing itself out even before the big run up in gas prices. In Portland, Ore., for example, housing in older, close-in neighborhoods has appreciated faster than newer, larger houses in more distant, sprawling neighborhoods. Older, smaller houses sold at a 10 percent discount relative to newer houses in 2000; by 2006, these older, smaller houses sold at a 1 percent premium to the larger, newer houses in the region (Hohndel, Conder et al. 2008)

Even today, every metropolitan area has neighborhoods that have the combination of density, a mix of land uses and transportation alternatives that enable households to travel less. Almost all of these places are located in the more central and close-in neighborhoods of these metropolitan areas. Maps of our five regions, developed by the Center for Neighborhood Technology, based on census data and models of travel behavior show much lower levels of travel [lighter colors] in metro core areas, and much higher levels of travel [darker colors] on the suburban fringe.
Because they travel farther, households in the suburbs also end up spending a larger fraction of their household income on transportation than those living in close-in neighborhoods. Again, in close-in neighborhoods the share of total income spent on transportation tends to be low (lighter colors), while it is common for the share of income household income spent on transportation to be much higher (darker colors) on the periphery of the region.
Transportation Spending by Neighborhood
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In light of the recent turbulence in both energy and housing markets, it is difficult to reliably forecast the future. The best current thinking is that housing markets may have further to fall and that energy prices are likely to remain high. The federally supported mortgage lender Freddie Mac predicts that U.S. housing prices will continue to decline through 2009, with a cumulative peak to trough decline of between 18 to 23 percent, measured by the Case-Shiller price index (Freddie Mac 2008). The U.S. Department of Energy’s latest forecast for annual oil prices in 2009 is $92 per barrel compared to a 2007 average of $72 per barrel [Energy Information Administration 2008]. Given that both these forecasts represent marked changes from the housing and energy outlooks of just a few years ago, it seems likely that the pattern of changes we are seeing in consumer behavior, with proportionately larger housing price declines in outlying suburbs and decreased driving, are likely to continue into the future.

**Policy Implications**

- The relative decline in prices in sprawling suburbs is likely to persist because of the continued high price of gas, and governments should plan accordingly.

- The market for higher density and redevelopment in close-in neighborhoods is likely to grow stronger, and local land use plans should accommodate this shift.

- Government can help families save money by making it easy and convenient to live in mixed-use, close-in neighborhoods served by transit.

- Reducing vehicle miles traveled not only saves families money, households that drive less have more to spend on other things, stimulating the local economy. Additionally, reducing oil consumption not only cuts greenhouse gas emissions but lowers the trade deficit.

- Many distant exurban developments may no longer be economical, and propping up building and homeownership in these areas encourages unsustainable settlement that makes families even more vulnerable to future gas price increases.

The collapse of the housing bubble, punctured by the gas price spike, marks a watershed point for the nation’s suburbs. When gas was cheap, buying a house in a distant suburb where housing prices were cheaper seemed like an affordable housing choice for many families. But as the more severe decline in housing prices on the urban fringe over the past year illustrates, $3 a gallon gas has made low density development a false economy across the nation.

But the gas price shock signals more than just a temporary disruption in housing markets. The resilience, and in many markets appreciation of housing prices in close-in neighborhoods, point the way to a new, more economically and environmentally sustainable pattern of development for the nation. By developing and redeveloping our urban centers and close-in neighborhoods, we can help families reduce their vehicle travel, in turn reducing spending on gas and thereby reducing national energy consumption (and our trade deficit).

While it may be premature to predict that the nation’s suburbs will become ghost towns or slums (Leinberger 2008), it seems clear that the trend toward ever increasing sprawl is ebbing. It seems apparent, though, that the shift in the relative attractiveness of suburbs could greatly reshape the
distribution of population within and among metropolitan areas. In just the past year, migration to several previously fast growing exurban counties has reversed, and many city and inner suburban counties have seen reductions in out-migration, or have realized actual population gains (Frey 2008). In cities across the United States, living in denser, revitalized neighborhoods is becoming increasingly popular. In the future the most desirable places to live may be in the urban core (Brueckner 2005).

In crafting responses to the current foreclosure crisis, the federal government should pay attention to the new market realities, rather than simply bailing out the homebuilders and homebuyers who built and bought the economically unsustainable housing on the urban fringe. Lower housing prices at the suburban fringe represent a real market shift in the private and social value of very low density development.

Over time, reducing gas use by promoting higher density and shorter trips can pay important economic and environmental dividends. At today’s prices, the nation’s net imports of oil run about $1 billion per day. The nation’s oil import bill has increased nearly six-fold since 1999 and is equal to about half the total trade deficit (Bureau of Economic Analysis 2008). Energy use related to transportation is also responsible for more than one-third of the nation’s production of greenhouse gases. Shifting more development from sprawling suburbs to denser urban areas will reduce greenhouse gas emissions (Glaeser and Kahn 2008).

Over a period of years, individual households have substantial alternatives to reduce their energy consumption. Households can, for example, purchase vehicles with higher fuel efficiency. But the high mobility of American households also gives them huge opportunities to reduce their fuel consumption. The average American moves once every seven years. Even before the big run up in gas prices, many Americans were already moving to take a new job or to shorten their commute to an existing job. In 2005, about 4 million people moved in connection with a new job and 1.3 million people moved to shorten their commute (Bureau of the Census 2006). A 2005 Harris Poll showed that 28 percent of the population responded to high gas prices by looking for a place to live closer to work (Harris Interactive Incorporated 2005). A Gallup poll taken in 2007 showed that 10 percent of the population reported changing jobs to shorten their commute in response to higher gas prices (Overberg and Copeland 2007). The opportunity for moving households closer to their jobs is prodigious. One estimate is that typical households drive three to seven times farther than the nearest similar neighborhood to their place of work (Anas, Arnott et al. 1998).

In many ways, this is simply the mirror image of the “extreme commuting” phenomenon that developed in the 1990s. A small (but widely reported) group of households reported living 50 or more miles from their place of work and commuting 90 or more minutes each way to work daily (Howlett and Overberg 2004). While this may have made sense to some households when gas was priced at less than $1.50 a gallon (in today’s prices) it is plainly uneconomical today.

Until now, inexpensive gas coupled with relatively low levels of congestion has encouraged households to look far and wide for housing. In the years ahead the typical household will seek housing that is more convenient to their place of work. While this is a far from instantaneous answer to high gas prices, over a period of years it can markedly reduce the total amount of vehicle miles traveled and the gas consumption of the average household.

Our own history suggests that we can enjoy comfortable lifestyles with far less driving. The typical American had a relatively high standard of living in the late 1980s, when per capita daily driving was a
third less than it is today. There is strong evidence to suggest that the increased amount of time spent driving since then has actually made people worse off, rather than happier (Stutzer and Frey 2004). Indeed, driving less can actually be a key ingredient in encouraging additional urban development. In Portland, a city where per capita travel is 15 percent lower than in the typical large U.S. metropolitan area, it is estimated that the region’s residents save more than $1 billion annually in out-of-pocket costs for vehicles and fuel, money that is available to be re-spent elsewhere in the local economy (Cortright 2007).

Over the next two decades, moving toward a pattern of more compact development could make a profound contribution to the nation’s efforts to reduce global warming. The baseline projections for future emissions assume that the historical growth of vehicle miles traveled continues unabated for the next two decades, that after the current pause, vehicle miles traveled per person per day will grow from 25.2 in 2008 to 30.5 in 2030. Simply avoiding this projected increase in travel would make a significant contribution to the nation’s efforts to conserve energy and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. One way of achieving this objective will be to change land use patterns so that people don’t have to travel as far. While much attention has been devoted to “green buildings,” transportation generated by a typical office building uses about 30 percent more energy than does the building itself (Wilson 2007). Infill projects and redevelopment of central city neighborhoods can reduce daily travel by as much as two-thirds from current sprawling patterns (Ewing, Bartholomew et al. 2008).

Americans are ready. In public opinion polls taken in late 2007, wide majorities of the nation’s population agreed with statements favoring greater density and redevelopment of the nation’s urban centers and close-in neighborhoods. By a margin of 81 percent to 14 percent, respondents favored additional development in existing neighborhoods rather than continued suburban sprawl as a way of accommodating future population growth. A majority of respondents favored additional mixed-use redevelopment (Ulm 2007).

The data presented here provide an initial glimpse into an emerging trend in real estate markets. Much more could be done to extend and refine our understanding of these changes in housing demand and the opportunities and challenges they present for public policy and the private housing market.

Consumers and policy makers are taking a growing interest in better understanding measures of accessibility. In this report, we’ve used a simple measure of centrality (distance to the center of the urban area), but it is just one measure of the kind of urban qualities that foster shorter trips. We also know that greater density, mixed-use development and better jobs/housing balance can reduce vehicle miles of travel. New measures, like the website WalkScore.com let consumers measure the accessibility of different housing choices to common destinations like stores, schools, cafes and libraries. More comprehensive and precise measures of metropolitan and neighborhood accessibility could be used by policy makers to guide public investment and urban redevelopment efforts.
Data and Methodology

Data from this report have been compiled from a number of sources that track current developments in housing and financing markets.

Standard and Poor’s Case-Shiller Housing Index is a repeat sales index of housing prices covering the 20 large metropolitan markets in the United States (Standard and Poors Incorporated 2008).

Zillow.com analyzes home sales data and constructs a Zindex of housing prices for states, metropolitan areas and zip code areas throughout the United States (Zillow.com 2008). We examined Zillow’s zip code data on housing price changes between the fourth quarter of 2006 and the fourth quarter of 2007, the latest 12-month period for which data was available. Zillow’s census tract level estimates are not available in a number of states including Missouri and Texas; as a result, metropolitan areas in these states are not considered in our analysis. We use Zillow’s data for single family residential dwellings to ensure that our results are not affected by localized concentrations of multi-family (condominium) units.

We gratefully acknowledge the permission granted by the Center for Neighborhood Technology to reproduce maps of vehicle miles traveled and household spending on transportation in this report. More information about their “Housing and Transportation Affordability” measures can be found at their website: www.cnt.org.

In our analysis of spatial patterns of price changes within metropolitan areas, we regressed the change in housing prices over the last 12 months on the distance between each zip code center-point and the center of each metropolitan area’s central business district. Distances were computed using the Maptitude Geographic Information System (GIS) software package. Our regressions excluded zip code areas with fewer than 4,000 housing units. Regressions were weighted by the number of housing units in each zip code.

Our earlier report, City Vitals, computed an index of core vitality for each of the nation’s 50 most populous metropolitan areas (Cortright 2006). The core vitality measure used in this report is the relative educational attainment of adults residing in close-in neighborhoods compared to the attainment level for the entire metropolitan area. Again, using GIS software, we computed the fraction of adults residing within 5 miles of the center of the Central Business District who had completed a four-year college degree in each metropolitan area, and divided that by the overall fraction of adults in that metropolitan area who had completed a four-year degree. For more details on this measure, see City Vitals (page 59).
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Endnotes

1 In 1997, U.S. per capita income was $25,334, rising to $36,714 in 2006 (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2008). In July 1997, the Case-Shiller housing index was 80.86, rising to 206.5 in July 2006 (Standard & Poors).

2 We adjust gas prices for inflation using the implicit price deflator for personal consumption expenditures and converting the result to 2008 dollars.

3 The Institute for a Competitive Inner City reports that foreclosure rates in the nation’s poor inner city neighborhoods are about 50 percent higher than in the rest of the central city. While ICIC calls these areas the “inner city”, their definition is based on poverty and income, not centrality to the metropolitan area. Consistent with our findings, the ICIC “inner cities” with the highest rates of foreclosures generally ranked lowest in our measures of metropolitan core vitality: Detroit, Cleveland, Indianapolis, St. Louis, and Kansas City all rank in the bottom ten of the 50 largest metropolitan areas for core vitality.

4 We undertook separate regression analyses of 26 metropolitan areas, all with populations of 1 million or more. For 13 metropolitan areas, the data were inconclusive, i.e. the distance to the central business district had no statistically significant relationship to the pattern of housing price trends. For 12 metropolitan areas, there was a statistically significant negative relationship (more distance from the central business district was correlated with a larger decline in housing prices). For one metropolitan area, Las Vegas, there was a statistically significant positive relationship (houses closer to the central business district lost value faster).

5 This estimate is from an analysis of microdata from the Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumer Expenditure Survey (Bernstein, et al 2006).

6 Consider this example: A 2008 GMC Yukon 2 wheel drive SUV with a V8 engine gets 14 miles per gallon (city) and has a 26 gallon fuel tank. At $3.25 per gallon (the average price as of March 31, 2008), a fill up cost nearly $85.00. A household driving two such vehicles 18,000 miles per year—a fairly common level in many suburbs—would fill each vehicle’s tank almost weekly. Mileage data are from http://www.gmc.com/yukon/yukon/specsFuel.jsp.

7 These estimates are computed from data contained in the Energy Information Administration’s Annual Energy Outlook 2008. Data for light vehicle miles for each year are divided by population and then divided by 365. These data differ slightly from estimates prepared by the U.S. Department of Transportation for current vehicle miles of traveled.